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Abstract and Keywords
The main function of brains is to generate adaptive behavior. Far from being the
stereotypical, robot-like insect, the fruit ﬂy Drosophila exhibits astounding ﬂexibility and
chooses diﬀerent courses of actions even under identical external circumstances. Due to
the power of genetics, we now are beginning to understand the neuronal mechanisms
underlying this behavioral ﬂexibility. Interestingly, the evidence from studies of disparate
behaviors converges on common organizational principles common to many if not all
behaviors, such as modiﬁed sensory processing, involvement of biogenic amines in
network remodeling, ongoing activity, and modulation by feedback. Seemingly foreseeing
these recent insights, the ﬁrst research ﬁelds in Drosophila behavioral neurogenetics
reﬂected this constant negotiation between internal and external demands on the animal
as the common mechanism underlying adaptive behavioral choice in Drosophila.
Keywords: insect, neurobiology, spontaneity, operant, neuromodulator

Nervous systems accomplish adaptive behavioral choice by complex computations
handling internal and external demands. The earliest genetic approaches to
understanding behavior in the fruit ﬂy Drosophila already reﬂect these two major factors.
An excellent example of Seymour Benzer’s many seminal works as the founder of
Drosophila neurogenetics is that studying perhaps the most iconic of insect behaviors, the
approach of a light source (positive phototaxis; Benzer, 1967). In this publication, Benzer
describes a simple apparatus to test a group of ﬂies for their phototactic behavior. The
ﬂies make several decisions to walk or not to walk toward a light source, and according
to the sequence in which these decisions are made, the group of ﬂies separates into
diﬀerent tubes. The distribution of the ﬂies over the diﬀerent tubes is a measure for the
collective propensity of the group of ﬂies to show phototaxis. Before Benzer used this
machine to screen for novel mutants defective in phototaxis (Hall, 1982), he described
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existing flightless mutants as being less phototactic, an observation that had been
described 49 years earlier (McEwen, 1918). McEwen found that only startled flies would
walk toward the light in his small tube. Sitting flies did not seem to find a light very
attractive, suggesting that more than just light hitting the retina must be responsible for
phototaxis to occur. He also observed that flies with clipped wings do not approach the
light anymore, even when compared to walking, intact flies. These early results already
indicated that several factors were influencing the flies’ decision of whether or not to
approach a light source. One of these factors was the light and its properties, and
another appeared to be the state of the animal’s wings. For the next almost 50 years,
these observations received little attention.

Forward Genetics
Learning and Memory
Instead, other early developments took off immediately, such as olfactory conditioning
(Quinn et al., 1974). One could speculate that this difference is in part likely due to the
mutants discovered in the wake of the experimental developments being more directly
involved with central brain functions, while most phototaxis mutants were primarily
affecting different aspects of vision (more on vision later). Classical olfactory conditioning
is a great example of how the power of forward genetics can kick-start a research field
that is as vibrant and exciting now as it was more than 40 years ago. The experimental
procedure is analogous to that Pavlov used with his dogs, except the conditioning uses
aversive stimuli: A group of flies is first exposed to one odor while receiving
electroshocks (or is allowed to ingest sucrose, in later experiments). Then a second odor
is presented, this time without any electroshocks. After a varying number of such
pairings, the animals are presented with a choice of both odors. Here, forward genetics
implies that a mutagenesis is performed and each resulting mutant strain is tested for a
lack of avoidance of the odor associated with the electroshocks. Such genetic screens
revealed a whole host of mutants involved in various aspects of learning and memory
(Heisenberg, 1989). Probably the set of genes with the most far-reaching effects were
those involved in the cAMP pathway, such as dunce and rutabaga. This pathway, it turned
out, is conserved among all bilaterian animals for every associative process that involves
learning about relationships in the environment. Such processes are not only involved in
the many forms of Pavlovian conditioning but also in operant forms of learning, in
particular those that train the animal to learn about the stimuli in its environment
(Colomb & Brembs, 2010; Brembs, 2011). Ultimately, it was the combination of this
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research with discoveries in the marine snail Aplysia and genetically accessible
organisms such as mice which demonstrated the fundamental role this pathway played in
many learning situations that led to the Nobel Prize for Eric Kandel in 2000 (see also
Chapter 26 in this volume). In Drosophila, different subsets of the mushroom body
Kenyon cells are modified by the cAMP and other cascades mediating learning and
memory consolidation by altering synaptic plasticity in these neurons (Guven-Ozkan
&Davis, 2014; Wright, 2014; Owald & Waddell, 2015).

Circadian Rhythms
Whereas phototaxis or classical olfactory conditioning mainly involved the processing of
external events relevant for adaptive behavioral choice, the early forward genetics period
also provided insights into internal processes critically involved in the control of
behavior. Most prominently, among the first groups of genes discovered in the early
mutant screens are those involved in circadian rhythmicity (Konopka & Benzer, 1971).
Various mutants of the gene period were found to affect various rhythmic behaviors in
flies such as the time of eclosion from the pupal case or diurnal activity patterns and
sleep in the adult animals. Different alleles of the gene either rendered the mutants’
rhythm shorter, longer, or made them arrhythmic. Importantly, these mutants were
discovered in the absence of any external rhythmic stimuli, evincing some of the genetic
basis for the neuronal mechanisms underlying the processing of internal demands on the
animal. Today, this research field still supports a vibrant community. Not only have many
of the molecular components of the clock been identified but also different environmental
stimuli have been shown to interact with it to reset and entrain it, and the neurons in the
brain that are most important for which aspects of gene function have been identified
(Allada & Chung, 2010; Hardin, 2011; Ozkaya & Rosato, 2012; Helfrich-Förster, 2014;
Michel & Lyons, 2014; Merbitz-Zahradnik & Wolf, 2015; Yoshii et al., 2015). This field
was among the first to start to unify the early accounts from different experiments,
involving external and internal processing, respectively, but others were soon to follow.

Course Control
One such field is that of visually guided behaviors, such as course control in flight or
walking. Crucial for course control in flies is motion vision. The groundwork for
understanding motion vision was laid by the early works of Götz, Reichardt, and other
colleagues in the tradition of biological cybernetics (Götz, 1964, 1965, 1968, 1970, 1972,
1977, 1980; Reichardt, 1965; Poggio & Reichardt, 1973, 1976; Wehrhahn & Reichardt,
1973; Reichardt & Poggio, 1975, 1976; Götz & Buchner, 1978; Götz et al., 1979). While
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there were also some forward genetic approaches to motion vision (Götz, 1970;
Heisenberg & Götz, 1975), most early advances in this field were physiological,
behavioral, and anatomical in nature. The single most prominent mutant for motion
vision, optomotor-blind (omb), was discovered to lack giant neurons in the lobula plate,
already known to be motion sensitive (Heisenberg et al., 1978; Bausenwein et al., 1986).
The initial, very successful approach was to study the relationships between visual input
and motor output thoroughly enough to be able to construct a control model which could
predict the motor output of the fly for any, even yet untested visual input. One method of
choice was the so-called open-loop experiment in which the tethered fly received visual
motion input while its motor output was recorded. Importantly, the motor output was not
allowed to interfere with the presentation of the stimuli; that is, the feedback loop
between the animal’s behavior and its environment was open, and so the emphasis of this
research phase was on the processing of external stimuli, in this case visual motion
stimuli. The idea behind this approach was that in order to fly straight, flies would have
to compensate for unintended displacement, for instance due to side-winds. This
approach explicitly excluded voluntary turns initiated by the animal. Soon after these
initial studies, it was discovered that there was a second factor involved in course
control. First among these discoveries was the observation that even without any visual
motion input, the flies would produce course control maneuvers on their own (Wolf &
Heisenberg, 1980), implying that course control behavior was not dependent on visual
motion input and that the earlier exclusion of voluntary movements was an
oversimplification. Later, this time using forward genetics, it was found that even if there
are visual motion stimuli available, their coupling to the behavior is better described in a
feedback, rather than in a feedforward fashion, as was previously thought. This second
discovery was made with the double mutant reduced optic lobes (rol), small optic lobes
(sol). Freely walking or flying wildtype flies in a visually structured rotating environment
have a tendency to turn with the direction of the movement. The rol sol double mutant
flies still show phototaxis (i.e., they are not blind and can orient with regard to visual
cues) but are completely devoid of any such directed “optomotor response.” The
optomotor response was thought to be critical for stabilizing the animal’s course in flight,
and thus rol sol flies were expected to lack the capacity to use visual motion stimuli for
course control and thus should show unstable flight. However, in experiments with
tethered flies in stationary flight where the feedback loop between attempted turning
behavior (as measured by a torque meter recording the fly’s yaw torque) and horizontal
rotation of the environment was closed, rol sol mutant flies were able to stabilize their
flight with respect to visual landmarks and fly straight (i.e., establish optomotor balance;
Wolf & Heisenberg, 1986). The interpretation was that rol sol mutant flies are motion
sensitive but lacked sensitivity to the direction of motion. This was demonstrated by
performing a third, critical experiment. After inversion of the feedback loop between
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behavior and environment such that attempted left turns lead to a left turn of the
environment and thus the visual impression of a right turn, rol sol mutants did not require
anymore time to stabilize their flight and fly straight than when then loop was closed
“correctly.” The conclusion that flies are actively initiating activity in order to “try out”
which motor output controls the environment was confirmed when wildtype flies were
subjected to this “inverting goggles” experiment. Even wildtype flies, with their
optomotor response intact, eventually learned to use turning maneuvers of the “opposite”
direction to control flight, that is, left turning maneuvers for the visual impression of
right turns and vice versa (Wolf et al., 1992; Heisenberg & Wolf, 1993; Brembs, 2009b).

Courtship
A class of behaviors where the interactions between internal and external processing are
more obvious is courtship behaviors. Clearly, sex determination as well as a host of other
internal factors will influence which kinds of external stimuli can and will be perceived
and, once perceived, how they will be processed and evaluated. Among the first
behavioral mutants in Drosophila was the courtship mutant fruitless (Gill, 1963). Male
homozygous carriers of the mutation are affected both in their behavior toward females
and other males. They rarely attempt copulation with females and never successfully
copulate. In contrast, they vigorously court other males and stimulate courtship
behaviors in wildtype and fruitless males. Female homozygous carriers, on the other
hand, do not show any mutant phenotype (Hall, 1978). In the original fruitless mutant, an
inversion in the fruitless gene not only affects the mutants’ behavior toward males but
presumably also leads to the production of female pheromones, stimulating other males
to court the mutants (Gailey & Hall, 1989). The fruitless gene codes for a transcription
factor with numerous sex-specific (and non-sex-specific) splice variants and is expressed
in about 2,000 adult neurons. Ultimately, sex-specific splicing establishes anatomical
sexual dimorphisms in a small group of these neurons. These dimorphisms manifest
themselves in the location of neurons as well as in the shape of their neurites (Kimura et
al., 2005, 2008; Cachero et al., 2010). The resulting differences between male and female
nervous systems not only lead to differences in the processing of, for example, sexspecific odors or contact pheromones but also to sex-specific circuitry in more central
brain areas which control the production of sex-specific courtship behaviors (Villella &
Hall, 2008; Yamamoto & Koganezawa, 2013).
Most of these later discoveries were made possible by the development of more
sophisticated genetic tools allowing for the ever more fine-grained modification of neural
components in a spatiotemporally controlled manner.
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Bipartite Expression Systems
One of the main methodological drivers for innovation in Drosophila neurogenetics after
the early forward genetic mutageneses was the development of bipartite expression
systems. The common operating principle of this method is the separation of where in the
nervous system a modification is intended and what this modification should be. A third,
temporal control dial can usually also be incorporated. The implementation takes
advantage of a transcription factor and its binding site from an unrelated organism, such
that the transcription factor has no endogenous binding site beyond the transgenic one—
and the transgenic binding site will not be bound by any endogenous transcription
factors. One fly strain carries a homozygous transgene with the transcription factor
(driver line), and another carries the binding site with the effector (effector line).
Crossing these two lines together yields transheterozygote offspring where only the cells
expressing the transcription factor also express the effector, by virtue of only the
transgenic transcription factor (and none of the endogenous transcription factors)
initiating expression on the effector.
The first such system and still the most widely used is the yeast GAL4/UAS system (Brand
& Perrimon, 1993). In the absence of known sequences to drive transcription factor
expression in targeted cells, a basal promotor is cloned in front of the coding region of
the yeast GAL4 transcription factor and inserted in a random location in the fly genome.
As the unique expression pattern for this insertion locus depends on the surrounding
genomic landscape, this method has been called “enhancer trap” (O’Kane & Gehring,
1987). Later, specific promotors were cloned in front of the GAL4 open reading frame to
direct the transcription factor expression to specific, known cells. In another step, the
effects of the surrounding genomic landscape were minimized by developing specific
target sites into which all transgenes were specifically inserted (Groth et al., 2004).
These methods keep evolving, thereby generating tens of thousands of fly lines with
unique expression patterns, allowing researchers to target virtually any single cell or
combination of cells in Drosophila.
Only the imagination of the scientists is the limit for which effectors could be cloned
behind the upstream activation sequence (UAS). Among the first were effectors which
would allow staining of the target cells, for example, β-galactosidase or green fluorescent
protein. Other options are effectors which interfere with neuronal functioning such as
electrical or synaptic activity. Among the latest effectors are those whose activity can be
switched via light or temperature, allowing for temporal control at any timescale.
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Reverse Genetics
Because the traditional forward genetics approach looked for the genes underlying a
behavioral phenotype, the approach of looking for the behavioral phenotypes underlying
a genetic modification was dubbed “reverse genetics.” In reverse genetics, the structure
or expression of known genes is modified in order to analyze the associated phenotypes.

Phototaxis
These new genetic tools quickly boosted the mechanistic analysis of the already existing
fields of behavioral study in Drosophila. For instance, the long-forgotten flexibility in
phototaxis came under renewed scrutiny (Gorostiza et al., 2015). It was discovered that
rather than just affecting the approach of a light source, the flies’ ability to fly affected
their light/dark preference across several different behavioral tests, none of which tested
phototaxis but forced the flies to choose between more or less bright stimuli. If flying
ability was compromised only temporarily by expressing a temperature-sensitive
depolarizing channel in the flight muscles, the flies’ photopreference reversed
concomitantly. Neuronal activity in circuits expressing dopamine and octopamine,
respectively, doubly dissociated in this case of behavioral flexibility (Gorostiza et al.,
2015). This tight control of neuronal activity was also accomplished by expressing
temperature-sensitive variants of gene products involved in neuronal function: expressing
the shibirets allele of dynamin quickly blocks vesicle recycling in the presynapse at the
restrictive temperature, while expressing the trpA1 channel depolarizes the cell at high
temperatures. The involvement of these two biogenic amines octopamine and dopamine
suggests that valuation of stimuli may play a role in the flies’ shifts in photopreference.
Apparently, flies somehow monitor their ability to fly, and the outcome of this evaluation
exerts a fundamental effect on action selection. This work suggests that even innate
preferences which appear simple and hard-wired, such as those expressed in classic
phototaxis experiments, comprise a value-driven decision-making stage, negotiating
external and internal demands, before an action is selected. This endows the animal with
the possibility to decide, for example, when it is better to move toward the light or hide in
the shadows. At the time of this writing, it is not yet clear if this decision is made by
comparing the current sensory input with the internal state, or if the outcome of an
evaluation of flying ability influences the decision of how to valuate bright or dark stimuli
(i.e., a kind of alliesthesia; Cabanac, 1971) before these stimuli are actually encountered.
Whatever the actual mechanism, the fact that flies adapt their photopreference in
accordance with their flying ability raises the tantalizing possibility that flies may have
the cognitive tools required to evaluate the capability to perform an action and to let that
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evaluation impact other actions—an observation reminiscent of metacognition (Gorostiza
et al., 2015; Brembs, 2016).

Course Control
A particularly attractive application of forward genetic techniques is their replacement of
or combination with traditional methods of recording neuronal activity. In the study of
course control, both have been applied to discover more mechanisms of how internal
processing affects the processing of external stimuli. For instance, expressing green
fluorescent protein as a marker in the motion-sensitive giant lobula plate neurons (the
ones which are missing in the omb mutants) allows them to be recorded from using a
patch electrode (Maimon et al., 2010). With this technique, it was discovered that the
gain of these neurons was increased in flying flies, compared to flies at rest. These
observations are corroborated using genetically encoded calcium sensors expressed in
these lobula plate cells. Using the differential fluorescence of these sensors in the
calcium bound versus unbound state, one can record the activity of these neurons via the
calcium concentration inside the cells. Compared to flies at rest, flies walking on a
Styrofoam ball showed stronger calcium transients in response to visual motion stimuli
(Chiappe et al., 2010). The interpretation of these observations is that the change in the
behavioral state of the animal determines the mode of sensory processing and hence how
internal and external demands are negotiated to generate behavior. These genetic
studies were further corroborated by behavioral and electrophysiological experiments
without genetic manipulations (Haag et al., 2010; Rosner et al., 2010; Tang & Juusola,
2010). Interestingly, the biogenic amine octopamine appears to be involved in these
processes (Longden & Krapp, 2009; Suver et al., 2012; Tuthill et al., 2014; van Breugel et
al., 2014).
The conceptual consequences of these discoveries are far-ranging. After Werner
Reichardt had proposed a model for elementary motion perception in the beetle
Chlorophanus in the 1950s (Hassenstein & Reichardt, 1956; Reichardt & Varju, 1959),
the “Reichardt movement detector” had become an entity to be discovered. Briefly, this
algorithmic model for motion detection consists of two mirror-symmetrical subunits. Each
subunit monitors the luminance values measured in two adjacent photoreceptors and
multiplies them after one has been delayed by a low-pass filter. The output values of both
subunits are subtracted to arrive at a speed and direction-sensitive motion detector.
Famously, most of his proposed structure later turned out to indeed be biologically
implemented (for a review, see Borst et al., 2010 and Chapter 13 in this volume).
However, the anatomical structure and general working principle are probably the only
two aspects in which the mathematical model still holds. Already the forward genetic
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works using optomotor-blind flies (rol sol and omb mutants) showed that the early openloop experiments only captured the processing of external inputs, omitting the rich
internal processing required for active course control (see earlier). The recent discoveries
entailed that even the processing of external events is dependent on internal processes to
an extent that justifies the description of what initially was a singular, all-purpose
movement detector for all circumstances as a “beetle-walking-only” movement detector.
The parameters and settings of the neurons implementing the Reichardt model are
constantly tuned to the internal demands of the animal, such that there likely are many
different movement detector settings: The literature already knows about the restmovement detector and the flight-movement detector, besides the walking-movement
detector. It is conceivable that there are yet more settings to be discovered for states
such as aggression, mating, or hunger, all perhaps modulated by biogenic amines
according to the demands of the organism. The flexibility that this complexity and
richness enables for a single sensory input channel evinces the connectedness and
interdependence of the neural processes negotiating external and internal demands on
the animal. The most recent research in this area appears to confirm this speculative
extrapolation by showing that also odor-driven octopamine release modulates the gain of
some of the motion-sensitive neurons in the lobula plate (Wasserman et al., 2015).
Sensory systems are far from neutral information providers upon whose command an
adaptive reaction is computed. Instead, the case of Drosophila course control is a prime
example of how internal processing influences decision making already at early sensory
stages and how interdependent the processing of external stimuli is among different
sensory modalities. The nervous system subjugates its assessment of the current situation
to a range of modulators in order to accomplish an adaptive degree of autonomy from
external demands. Work in the only adult animal from which the connectome is known,
the nematode C. elegans, suggests that large parts of the nervous system are dedicated
to reduce the immediate effects sensory input has on the ongoing neuronal activity and
accomplish such autonomy (Gordus et al., 2015). Analogously, work in Drosophila course
control suggests analogous mechanisms are providing the animals with the capacity to
increase or decrease the effects of sensory inputs, depending on internal processing.

Learning and Memory
Drosophila course control was also the starting point for advances in learned behavior
which would come to complement the advances in olfactory classical conditioning.
Modern reverse genetic tools have allowed for pinpointing which components of an
olfactory appetitive or aversive memory are processed in which neurons at what stage
during or after classical conditioning (for recent reviews, see, e.g., Guven-Ozkan & Davis,
2014; Wright, 2014; Owald & Waddell, 2015). However, while these recent advances
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deepen our understanding of the mechanisms by which initially neutral stimuli come to
acquire valence, a deeper understanding of behavior came from studies involving the
conditioning of behaviors, rather than stimuli.
The early observation that even without any visual motion input, flies tethered to a torque
meter would produce course control maneuvers on their own (Wolf & Heisenberg, 1980),
together with the discovery that flies can overrule their optomotor response (Wolf &
Heisenberg, 1986), prompted the hypothesis that the flies are spontaneously generating
different kinds of behavior in order to “try out” which of these behaviors would control
sensory input, that is, a case of operant behavior. Making a nondirectional infrared heat
beam contingent on such spontaneous left or right turning maneuvers of tethered flies
provides instantaneous punishment without any other stimuli being contingent on the
behavior (Wolf & Heisenberg, 1991). This feedback differs from visual feedback in that
there can be no inborn link between the behavior and the stimulus—the animal has to
discover the link on its own. Indeed, within seconds, the fly learns (by trial and error) that
its turning attempts control the unpleasant heat. Moreover, after only 8 minutes of such
training, it continues to bias its spontaneous decisions toward the previously unpunished
turning maneuvers, even if the heat is now permanently switched off. This experiment
constituted the first operant conditioning experiment where all other external stimuli
except the heat had been removed.
The significance of this development remained largely unnoticed, until traditional and
modern neurogenetics were combined to compare the underlying genetics of this with
other learning experiments. Using the classic learning mutant rutabaga, affecting a type I
adenylyl cyclase and discovered in the early screens for classical learning mutants, it was
discovered that the canonical, cAMP-dependent plasticity pathway was not involved in
this type of operant learning. Instead, using the GAL4/UAS system to manipulate protein
kinase C (PKC) signaling by expressing an inhibitory peptide of PKC, PKCi, abolished
learning in this paradigm completely (Brembs & Plendl, 2008). These results reverse in
an experiment that is almost identical, albeit with one small difference. The small change
in this experiment is that whenever the direction of turning maneuvers changes, the
entire visual field of the fly instantaneously turns from one color (say, green) to another
(say, blue). Because now the colors change both with the yaw torque and the heat, the fly
has the option to learn that one of the colors signals heat (in addition to learning that its
behavior is controlling the heat). “Contaminating” an otherwise “pure” operant learning
experiment with a single stimulus that can be learned reversed the entire genetic basis of
the experiment. This now composite learning task now requires the cAMP cascade and is
independent of any PKC signaling. Importantly, the operant nature of the experiment was
not altered: The flies’ yaw torque remained in control of all stimuli during the entire
experiment.
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To solve this composite situation, it is sufficient for the flies to learn that one of the colors
is associated with the heat and then use whatever means necessary to avoid this color. In
the most Pavlovian sense, the flies learn the color-heat contingency independently of the
behavior with which it was acquired; they only learn about the world around them,
without leaving an observable trace that the behavioral decision-making circuitry itself
has been altered. If the flies are asked to avoid the previously punished color with an
orthogonal behavior to the one used during training, they manage to do so (Brembs,
2009a). In contrast to the composite situation, to solve the purely operant experiment
devised by Wolf and Heisenberg in 1991, the flies need to modify their behavioral output
directly. It is perhaps not surprising, then, that one of the areas of the nervous system
where this PKC-based plasticity is required appears to be motorneurons (Colomb &
Brembs, 2016). Therefore, the mechanism mediating learning about external stimuli was
termed “world learning” and the one mediating learning about the animal’s own behavior
“self-learning” (Colomb & Brembs, 2010; Brembs, 2011). This distinction is conceptually
similar to those between episodic and procedural learning or allocentric and egocentric
strategies in other fields of the behavioral sciences and may even be biologically
identical.
Once the crucial elements had been identified, it was straightforward to compare these
results with other instances of such pure operant learning. Vocal learning, be it human
language or birdsong, follows the same purely operant trial-and-error principle as
Drosophila self-learning at the torque meter: Spontaneous, variable behavior is generated
to find out which behavior controls the reafferent feedback. Whereas in the fly case, the
feedback stimulus was heat, in vocal learning, the feedback can be both auditory and
social. However, the outcome is analogous in both cases: a modified behavioral system
which reliably biases behavioral output toward previously rewarded behaviors. One
prominent gene that has been discovered studying the biological basis of vocal learning is
the gene FOXP2 (Lai et al., 2001; Fisher & Scharff, 2009). Every member of a now
prominent family who suffers from severe verbal dyspraxia carries a mutated FOXP2
allele (Lai et al., 2001). If FOXP2 is knocked down in the basal ganglia of zebrafinches,
they fail to learn their song properly (Haesler et al., 2007). Drosophila and other
invertebrate genomes also contain a FoxP gene (Santos et al., 2011). A mutation or RNAimediated knockdown of FoxP in Drosophila yields a phenocopy of the PKC manipulations
described earlier, that is, impaired self-learning and unaffected world learning (Mendoza
et al., 2014). Also in mice, transgenic FoxP2 manipulations revealed self-learning
phenotypes (Schreiweis et al., 2014), and PKC is known to be involved in vocal learning in
birds (Sakaguchi & Yamaguchi, 1997; Yoshida et al., 2003) as well as in Aplysia operant
self-learning (Lorenzetti et al., 2008). These converging lines of evidence from across
taxa support the interpretation that, similar to cAMP-dependent world learning, PKCdependent self-learning evolved at the base of the bilaterian branch (Brembs, 2016).
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However, in contrast to world learning, the effect of self-learning on behavior is direct
and not via a modulation of the processing of external stimuli.
One may wonder why contaminating a purely operant self-learning experiment with only
one predictive stimulus can come to have such far-reaching consequences? Clearly, if
flies had eyelids and closed their eyes during the composite experiment, they would
exclude the predictive colors and force themselves to learn only about their own behavior
—converting the composite world-learning task into a self-learning task. Apparently,
when faced with such a choice, the flies preferentially learn about the world surrounding
them and inhibit direct modifications to their behavioral control system. A prominent
structure in the insect brain, the mushroom bodies (MBs, corpora pedunculata) mediate
this inhibition. Inactivating synaptic output from these structures by expressing tetanus
toxin light chain in the MB-intrinsic Kenyon cells allows the animals to show a yaw torque
preference after training them with the colors present, even when the colors are removed
during the test phase. Control flies do not show such a preference after the standard
training period of 8 minutes. However, after 16 minutes of composite color/torque
training, in a test without colors, also wildtype flies show a conditioned preference for the
unpunished turning direction (Brembs, 2009a). This preference was abolished in FoxP
mutant flies (Mendoza et al., 2014), indicating that the process mediating such selflearning in 16 minutes of training with colors is the same one that mediates self-learning
without colors in 8 minutes. It is straightforward to hypothesize that the MBs slow down
acquisition of self-learning whenever world learning is engaged, such that self-learning
only takes place after an extended training period. Mimicking the formation of habits or
skills in vertebrate animals, the extended training has overcome the inhibition of selflearning by world learning such that self-learning could take place and modify the fly’s
decision-making circuits. The flexible, goal-directed actions controlling the heat have
become stereotyped, habitual responses: Not unlike habit interference, testing wildtype
flies after the extended training for color preference, reveals they have lost the flexibility
to avoid the previously punished color with an orthogonal behavior (Brembs, 2011, 2016).
These experiments extend the insights from the course control experiments detailed
earlier. Also in these learning experiments, negotiating internal and external demands
provides the animal with the autonomy to behave differently in the face of the same
stimuli: Depending on which behavior is required to avoid the punished color, the animal
is in principle able to choose the most useful one (Brembs, 2009a). However, the
observation that this flexibility becomes reduced after extended training suggests a
higher level organization of behavior. For animals to survive, the goal justifies the means.
If stereotypic responses to external stimuli will get the animal to its goal faster or more
efficiently than its competitors, then these responses will evolve. If flexible, exploratory
behaviors will provide the animal with resources its competitors cannot reach, flexibility
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will evolve. In most, if not all cases, no individual can be born with the appropriate set of
behaviors for its lifetime. Moreover, surviving in a semipredictable environment requires
efficiency and speed as much as it requires flexibility and creative problem solving. To be
able to constantly find the “sweet spot,” the Goldilocks zone where efficiency and
flexibility are traded off optimally, animals have to be flexible with their flexibility. If
flexibility is required, animals need to deploy it, to the detriment of speed and efficiency.
If efficiency is required, they need to be able to deploy it, to the detriment of their
flexibility and with the risk of becoming predictable and hence exploitable (Miller, 1997;
Jablonski & Strausfeld, 2000, 2001; Catania, 2008, 2009, 2010; Corcoran et al., 2009;
Mitra et al., 2009; Brembs, 2016).
The biological mechanisms of behavioral flexibility are being discovered in more and
more of the classic fields of Drosophila behavior but also in fields that did not exist in the
forward genetics time.

Courtship
By merely observing Drosophila courtship, its constituent behaviors may seem stereotypic
and innately choreographed in both sexes. However, there is marked flexibility also in
this behavior. Probably one of the most drastic changes in courtship behavior is that of
females after their first copulation. Whereas virgin females entice males to court them by
various behaviors from initial running, later stopping, and finally opening their genital
plates for copulation, once mated, females reject courting males (e.g., by extending their
ovipositor) and focus on egg-laying instead (Connolly & Cook, 1973).
As an aside: there is flexibility also in male courtship behavior, which is dependent on the
female postmating switch in receptivity. Whereas males will vigorously court any mated
females in their first encounter, extended experience with the rejection by a mated
female will drastically reduce courtship in this male even when he encounters a virgin for
several hours. Early forward genetics approaches found that this effect is dependent on
learning genes discovered in classical olfactory conditioning such as amnesiac and dunce
(Siegel & Hall, 1979) and was dubbed “courtship conditioning.” Presumably owing to the
male learning primarily about sensory cues that predict the rejection (i.e., world
learning), it appears that courtship conditioning shares many genetic and cellular
mechanisms with classical olfactory conditioning (Griffith & Ejima, 2009), suggesting that
sensory processing is modified such that initially attractive female stimuli lose
attractiveness after rejection such that courtship is no longer the behavior of choice when
a female is encountered.
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For the female, after mating, none of the stimuli which otherwise reliably promote
courtship are now able to trigger female receptivity until she has run out of sperm to
continue laying fertilized eggs about 6–9 days postmating. This switch is brought about
by the transfer of a specific male peptide with the sperm during copulation. The peptide
is produced by the male accessory glands and binds to a receptor expressed in the female
genital tract. Specifically, the sex peptide receptor expresses in neurons co-expressing
the fruitless gene. A small subset of sensory neurons innervates the female reproductive
tract and projects to the central nervous system. These neurons are necessary and
sufficient to bring about the postmating switch in Drosophila females (Chen et al., 1988;
Chapman et al., 2003; Liu & Kubli, 2003; Yapici et al., 2008; Häsemeyer et al., 2009;
Walker et al., 2015). Binding of the sex peptide silences the activity in the sex peptide
receptor neurons, which synapse onto second-order neurons in the abdominal ganglion.
These second-order neurons project into the dorsal protocerebrum where the behavioral
switch is accomplished by so far unknown mechanisms (Feng et al., 2014). Analogous
mechanisms may take place in photopreference, where the state of the animal also
shifted the preference for external stimuli. It appears, thus, that the genetic analysis of
behavior in Drosophila may be converging on general principles by discovering similar
neuronal mechanisms for how an animal’s current situation is accounted for in order to
reach its goals. These principles can be found also in a class of behaviors not among the
classic forward genetic fields: feeding behavior.

Feeding Behavior
Obviously, together with courtship, feeding counts among the most directly evolutionary
relevant behaviors. Not surprisingly, perhaps, there are strong links between the two
classes. One of the most prominent ones is a postmating switch in feeding behavior in
females. All animals need to constantly balance their food intake according to nutrient
level and so feeding behavior in general is already a prime example of how nervous
systems negotiate internal and external demands, specifically here with regard to
nutrient status and availability (Itskov & Ribeiro, 2013). However, the postmating switch
in Drosophila female feeding behavior goes beyond general demand-driven feedback
cycles controlling behavior. Not only is the animal feeding more after mating, it also
reverses its preference to prefer protein over carbohydrates and increases its preference
for salt. Importantly, the sex peptide receptor neurons apparently modify the female
nervous system to change the fly’s behavior even if there is no change in nutrient
demand, that is, in a feedforward or centrifugal fashion (Carvalho et al., 2006; Ribeiro &
Dickson, 2010; Vargas et al., 2010; Walker et al., 2015). As in so many other instances
where modulation of behavioral preferences have been observed, also here, biogenic
amines (serotonin, octopamine) seem to play a crucial role in orchestrating the shift in
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some of these preferences (Vargas et al., 2010; Rezával et al., 2014). There is evidence
that shifts in preference may be caused by a shift in how taste stimuli are processed and
evaluated (Walker et al., 2015), reminiscent of how motion-sensitive neurons adjust their
gain when the behavioral status of the animal changes (see earlier).

Conclusions
Already in Seymour Benzer’s time, the simplistic notion of behavior in general but insect
behavior in particular being best characterized as a sensorimotor transformation was
belied by the numerous fields of study that he and his contemporaries initiated, most of
which support vibrant research communities to this day. Rather than tying specific
behaviors to identifiable stimuli, sensory information—if at all relevant—interacts with
ongoing neural activity to instruct the organism which type of action to generate. The
mechanisms underlying these interactions are being studied with the help of a growing
arsenal of neurogenetic manipulations of the fly’s nervous system. The short
presentations herein, of a few, highly selective examples within a much larger and
encompassing Drosophila behavior research enterprise, provide converging evidence that
adaptive behavioral choice entails constant processing of numerous factors of which
external stimuli are but one aspect. Moreover, the sensory situation is not relayed
neutrally to the rest of the nervous system, but tweaked, bent, colored, and focused
according to the ongoing internal processes dealing with the other factors. It is
straightforward to hypothesize that the constant interaction between ongoing neural
activity and the incoming sensory stream allows the organism to balance behavioral
flexibility with efficiency to accomplish adaptive behavioral choice in an often only
semipredictably changing environment.
The recurring common themes of modified sensory processing, involvement of biogenic
amines in the network remodeling, ongoing activity, and modulation by feedback in the
examples described earlier support the hypothesis that there may be common principles
underlying adaptive behavioral choice that are either universally implemented across
behaviors in Drosophila or repeatedly implemented in disparate behavioral circuits.
Comparing these principles underlying adaptive behavioral choice in Drosophila with
results from studies in other organisms, the impression emerges that this organization
may have evolved at the base of the bilateria and remained conserved in the ensuing
approximately 500 million years (Brembs, 2016). In this case, invertebrate organisms,
with their accessible nervous systems, are the prime models for the discovery of the
general neural principles underlying our most central brain function: to generate
behavior.
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